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Abstract

This paper proposes a method for precise overlapping of
projected images from multiple steerable projectors. When
they are controlled simultaneously, two problems are re-
vealed: (1) even a slight positional error of the projected
image, which does not matter in the case of a single projec-
tor, causes misalignments of multiple projected images that
can be perceived clearly when using multiple projectors;
and (2) as the projectors usually do not have architectures
for their synchronization it is impossible to display a moving
image that is by tiling or overlaying precisely the multiple
projected images. To overcome (1), a method is proposed
that measures preliminarily the misalignments through ev-
ery plane in the environment, and hence displays the image
without the misalignment. For (2), a consideration and a
new proposal for the synchronization of multiple projectors
are also discussed.

1. Introduction
Technique for displaying visual information in the envi-

ronment can be used in many applications: navigation [6],
remote instruction [8], design simulation [7], and so on. In
these days, projectors are often used for these display sys-
tem; they can show images directly on surfaces in the en-
vironment and so observers are free from wearing any de-
vices. However, as long as there is a single fixed projector
in the environment, its projectable area is very restricted.
This restriction can be overcome by introducing a rotatable
mechanism; the projectable area is widely spread. In addi-
tion, if multiple steerable projectors are located with appro-
priate intervals, almost all the surfaces in the environment
can be covered, and cooperation between them can offer a
larger or brighter image than the capacity of a single projec-
tor, by tiling or overlaying multiple projections. This study
aims at the realization of such a multiple steerable projector
system.

Several steerable projectors and their calibration meth-
ods have been developed [1, 2]. If every steerable projector
is precisely calibrated by these methods, tiling and overlay-
ing multiple projections are straightforward; we just input

the coordinates of the projection images so that they become
tiled or overlaid. In fact, however, every projection image
has slight positional errors, which are observed as relative
misalignments when tiling and overlaying them. This paper
proposes a method where a misalignment map is prepared
preliminarily to avoid misalignment during use.

Even after realizing the alignment of multiple projec-
tions, misalignment still occurs when a moving image has
to be projected from multiple projectors. This is because
of (1) nonconstant delays in calculating the projection im-
age and in network communication, and (2) unsynchronized
projections by the multiple projectors. This paper describes
a synchronization method for network-connected multiple
projectors based on the dynamic memory architecture [3] to
realize the projection of well-aligned moving multiple im-
ages.

2. A FC-PT projector
Among the existing steerable projectors, a FC-PT pro-

jector proposed in [4] is adopted in this paper. The FC-
PT projector (Fixed-Center Pan-Tilt projector) is a steer-
able projector designed so that its projection center coin-
cides spatially with its rotation center. As its structure is
less complicated and has less parameters to estimate, the
intrinsic calibration can be executed more precisely and sta-
bly. Using the FC-PT projector, the intrinsic calibration can
be executed precisely and stably due to the optimization
method. Extrinsic calibration can also be executed stably
because wider information about the plane can be used by
the proposed calibration method than by existing methods
for the fixed projector, (Zhang’s method [10], for example).
Positional errors of projected images are adequately small,
which correspond with only a few pixels of the projector. In
fact, these positional errors are acceptable for many appli-
cations.

3. Alignment of Multiple Projections
3.1. Causes of Misalignment and Strategy

There are several ways to achieve local alignment of
multiple projections [5, 9], and most of them use homog-



raphy relations between the image planes and the plane in
the real world, assuming its perfect flatness. In fact, when
the planar region is not so large and can be regarded to be
perfectly flat, such ways work precisely because a kind of
optimization method can be applied based on the flatness.
However, in the case of wide planes in the real world, flat-
ness may not be fully achieved so that the optimization may
yield a worse result. In these cases, a simpler way should
be applied instead of such sophisticated approaches. To
achieve this, the present section proposes a method that first
samples misalignments on the plane and then estimates an
alignment at any other position from the neighboring sam-
ples. Although these misalignments basically depend on
both the image’s position on the plane and the orientations
of the projectors, as long as the intrinsic calibration of the
FC-PT projector is executed precisely the misalignment de-
pends on only the image’s position. This approach, which
does not consider the orientations, can thus be considered
to be appropriate. A disadvantage of this method is that its
application needs more time than that of the sophisticated
one. However, this is not a serious issue because this time-
consuming task has to be executed only once, just after the
FC-PT projectors are located.

Note that in this method a pan-tilt-zoom camera is also
used to detect local misalignment. The camera just needs a
rough calibration; it just should be directed roughly to the
position where the image is displayed in order to observe
that area around the position.

3.2. Generation of Misalignment Map

The misalignment error of multiple projections depends
on the position on the projected plane. Once the misalign-
ment errors are preliminarily measured on the entire plane
and saved as a misalignment map, a misalignment error at
any position can be rectified by referring to the map. Since
most planes in the real environment are not perfectly flat
(slightly curved, for example), the misalignment errors have
to be measured very densely. However, as long as the area
being focused on is only a localized area it can be regarded
as being flat, so that the map has to retain the errors only
at discrete positions and interpolation is effective for other
positions. The discrete positions are spaced at a certain in-
terval d, and are called sampling positions Si,j , and the mis-
alignment error at Si,j is defined as vi,j , where i, j are the
indexes along the two dimensions of the plane.

To robustly and precisely measure the misalignment vi,j

by a camera, a grid pattern each of whose interval is d and
which contains 3 × 3 points is used. Such a grid pattern is
projected at Si,j so as that the center grid point corresponds
with Si,j . Next, the projected grid patterns are observed by
a pan-tilt-zoom camera. The orientation and zoom parame-
ter of the camera is controlled according to the position of
the projected image. As mentioned in 3.1, the camera just
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Figure 1. Grid pattern projection at a sampling position.

needs to be calibrated roughly.
Figure 1 (a) shows an example of the projected grid pat-

tern. When using two projectors, by using different color
channels for each projector, the two grid patterns can be de-
tected simultaneously (Figure 1 (b),(c)), and then the grid
points pi,j,k and qi,j,k in the camera image coordinate can
be calculated (Figure 1 (d),(e)). When there are more pro-
jectors, this process is repeated for all the projectors while
keeping the camera parameters.

Next, the misalignment between pi,j,k and qi,j,k in the
camera image is transformed into that of the plane in the real
environment. By the homography relation, pi,j,k fulfills the
following equation:
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where Hi,j is a 3 × 3 matrix, and P k are the metric grid
point coordinate.

P 1 = (−d,−d), P 2 = (0,−d), P 3 = (d,−d),
P 4 = (−d, 0), P 5 = (0, 0), P 6 = (d, 0),
P 7 = (−d, d), P 8 = (0, d), P 9 = (d, d).

(2)
As pi,j,k are given from the observations by the camera,
Hi,j is calculated using Equations (1) and (2). Then, Qi,j,k,
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Figure 2. Alignment by interpolation.

which are the grid points on the plane determined the other
projector, are also calculated from qi,j,k.
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Considering that the misalignment consists of translation,
the misalignment vi,j at the position Si,j is obtained by the
following equation:

vi,j =
1
9

∑
k

(Qi,j,k − P k). (4)

Note that, using a pan-tilt-zoom camera, the process
above can be executed automatically. This steerable cam-
era only needs to be roughly calibrated to be adequately di-
rected to the position of the projected pattern.

3.3. Precise Alignment Using the Misalignment
Map

Once the misalignment map vi,j is obtained, the transla-
tion for the alignment at any position (T x, T y) can be cal-
culated by the following interpolation:

u =
(d − l)(d − m)

d2
vi,j +

l(d − m)
d2

vi+1,j

+
(d − l)m

d2
vi,j+1 +

lm

d2
vi+1,j+1, (5)

where i, j are the maximum integer numbers that fulfill the
following equation:

T x = Sx
i,j + l (0 < l < d),

T y = Sy
i,j + m (0 < m < d). (6)

This translation u should be applied for one projector to
cancel the misalignment.

3.4. Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the experimental environment. Two FC-
PT projectors and a pan-tilt-zoom camera were used. The

Projector (V3-131, PLUS VISION Corp.)
Projection System DLP

Contrast ratio 2000:1
Brightness 1000lm
Resolution XGA (1024 !_768)

Weight 1.1kg
Rotatable stage

Rotation range (pan) –60 ∼ 60 deg
Rotation range (tilt) –30 ∼ 30 deg

Accuracy (pan and tilt) 0.01 deg
Rotation speed 10 deg/s

Weight 10 kg

Table 1. Specification list of the FC-PT projector.
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Figure 3. FC-PT projector.
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Figure 4. Experimental environment.

(a) Not aligned. (b) Aligned.
Figure 5. Effect of the alignment method.

specification of the FC-PT projector is shown in Tables 1.
For the projected plane, we used a 1200 mm × 2400 mm
board that was slightly curved. The sampling interval d of
the misalignment map was 200 mm.

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed alignment
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Figure 6. Larger image projection by tiling multiple projections.

(a) Projection by one
projector.

(b) Projection by two
projectors.

Figure 7. Bright clear image obtained by overlaying multiple pro-
jections.

method, the two projection results were compared with each
other; one was obtained only by the FC-PT projector cal-
ibration and the other was rectified by the misalignment
map. Note that the images from two projectors were over-
laid in both results. Although the misalignments were ade-
quate large, whose maximum was 22 mm, they were much
reduced to about one millimeter. Figure 5 shows an example
of the result; (a) included 10 mm translation errors, which
prevented us from observing the image naturally, while (b),
rectified by the proposed method, looks natural.

The effects of tiling and overlaying multiple projections
were also examined. Figure 6 shows a large image dis-
played by tiling two projections. The image had 1600 mm
width while the maximum projection width of each projec-
tor was 1200 mm. Figure 7 shows an example of overlaying
multiple projections. It was found that by overlaying them
the image became bright and clear even when the brightness
of each projector was not enough.

4. Synchronization of Multiple Projectors
4.1. Configuration for Controlling Multiple Projec-

tors

As long as the multiple steerable projectors are used in-
dependently, no architecture is needed to integrate them.
However, it may be desirable that the multiple projectors
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Input deviceInput device
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Figure 8. Configuration for multiple projectors.

collaborate to move the image widely in the environment,
or to have the ability to display a larger or brighter image
by tiling or overlaying the multiple projections.

To construct a system using multiple projectors, two
kinds of architectures are considered; one consists of mul-
tiple projectors and a single computer that controls all the
projectors, and the other uses multiple computers each of
which controls a corresponding projector. The former can
easily control the projectors, and this architecture can work
well as long as there are only a few projectors, as mentioned
in [9]. It is not good, however, for scalability; the calcu-
lation load of the computer increases in proportion to the
number of projectors. In practice, in many applications, the
number of projectors is decided according to the size and
shape of the environment and they are usually located sepa-
rately with adequate long intervals, around several meters in
the environment for example, so that the scalability is very
important requirement. For these reasons, the latter archi-
tecture is applied in this paper.

In this architecture, the multiple computers are con-
nected to a network. To operate the projectors for the appli-
cations, there has to exist information about the image that
is expected to be displayed, so that a computer for treating
the information is also needed in the network1, as shown in
Figure 8. This computer is called an “operator PC”, and the
other computers for the controlling the projectors are called
“receiver PCs.”

The information treated by the operator comes from var-
ious sources, which depend on the applications. In a human
navigation system, for example, the information is the posi-
tion of the human and so obtained by a sensing system such
as a camera system in the environment. In another case,
when the system is used simply as a virtual TV monitor for
personal use, the information is input from some input de-
vices.

1 The computer may be one of the computers being used for the pro-
jectors.



The receivers get the information transmitted from the
operator. Because the projectors may be located separately
and at large distances from one another, the network trans-
mission times from the operator to the receivers may be dif-
ferent according to the distances. Even when all the dis-
tances are similar to one another, their handling timing may
be different from one another.

4.2. Transmitted Data

What information is communicated in the network
should be considered. In the system proposed, every FC-
PT projector is calibrated separately using global coordi-
nates. Moreover, once the calibration is executed, every re-
ceiver can control the corresponding FC-PT projector inde-
pendently only from variables about the image: its width,
height and orientation in the environment, which are called
image parameters. Therefore, the operator simply transmits
the image parameters to all the receivers. Although in this
configuration the operator does not manage a control state
of each projector, it has the advantage of scalability; even
when the number of the projectors is changed, the transmit-
ted data does not change at all.

4.3. Real Time Integration of Multiple Projectors

4.3.1 Problem of Integrating Multiple Projectors

As long as a position and size of an image are fixed, the
system works well; every projected image is displayed at
an adequately accurate position, and then the misalignment
between the projected images is cancelled by the method
in this paper. However, in the case of a moving image, it
does not work adequately. Figure 9 shows problems in the
case. In this figure, the horizontal axis denotes time and the
vertical one denotes a value of one of the image parameters.

Problem 1 — Delay of data transmission: The variables
of the displayed image are transmitted from the op-
erator to the receivers through the network. This data
transmission time and the handling timing may be dif-
ferent from one another.

Problem 2 — Delay of calculation: Having acquired the
variables of the image, the receiver calculates the input
image and orientation of the corresponding projector.
These calculation times vary depending on the size of
the input image and the CPU and GPU abilities of the
receivers, so that they are usually different from one
another.

Problem 3 — Asynchronization of multiple projectors:
The projectors usually run asynchronously; every pro-
jector works based on its own clock and frame rate.
Section 4.4 gives detailed discussion of this problem.
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Figure 9. Problems in using multiple projectors.
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Figure 10. Dynamic memory.

In constructing multiple camera systems similar prob-
lems have arisen in other studies. Matsuyama et al. con-
sidered these problems and proposed a new architecture in
[3], which is called “dynamic memory.” This architecture
overcame Problem 1 and Problem 3. Problem 2 was not
considered because it is peculiar to projectors; in the cam-
era system there is no calculation time for generating the
projection image. This paper, therefore, modifies this dy-
namic memory architecture to take into account the delay
of calculation.

4.3.2 Dynamic Memory

In [3] the dynamic memory architecture was proposed for
dynamic integration of multiple steerable cameras, which
were called AVAs (Active Vision Agents) and had three
modules: (1) visual perception, (2) action and (3) network
communication. In the dynamic memory architecture, mul-
tiple parallel processes of the these above modules share
what is called the dynamic memory. The read/write oper-
ations from/to the dynamic memory are defined as the fol-
lowing:

Write operation: When a process computes a value v for
a variable at a certain moment t, it writes (v, t) into the
dynamic memory. Since such computation is repeated



according to the dynamics of the process, a discrete
temporal sequence of values is recorded for each vari-
able in the dynamic memory (a sequence of black dots
in Figure 10). Note that since the speed of the com-
putation varies depending on input data, the temporal
interval between a pair of consecutive value becomes
irregular.

Read operation A read process runs in parallel to the write
process and tries to read the value of the variable at a
certain moment from the dynamic memory: for exam-
ple, the value at T1 in Figure 10. When no value was
recorded at the specified moment, the dynamic mem-
ory interpolates it from its neighboring recorded dis-
crete values. With this function, the reader process can
read a value at any moment. In the case that the reader
process runs fast and require data which are not yet
written by the writer process (for example, the value
at T2 in Figure 10), the dynamic memory predicts an
expected value in the future based on those data so far
recorded and returns it to the reader process.

With the above described functions, each process can get
any data at any moment. That is, the dynamic memory in-
tegrates parallel processes into a unified system. This asyn-
chronous module interaction capability is highly effective
for the implementation of a real time system.

In addition, the dynamic memory supports virtual syn-
chronization between the multiple PCs. This virtual syn-
chronization is achieved the following procedure. All PCs
are first synchronized by NTP, and a timestamp L which in-
dicates when the data should be processed is added to all
transmitted data. Next, in the process of the network com-
munication module, the write function writes not (v, t) but
(v, L). As the clocks of the PCs are synchronous, the time L
for each PC indicates an identical time, so that the sequence
of v for each PC is virtually synchronous. This function
overcomes Problem 1 and Problem 3 in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.3 Applying Dynamic Memory to Multiple Steer-
able Projectors

In the multiple projector system, there are also three mod-
ules, where the action and network communication mod-
ules are the same as those in the camera system but the
visual perception module is replaced by an image calcula-
tion module. The dynamic memory architecture essentially
allows them to run asynchronously and thus realizes vir-
tual synchronization between the multiple projectors. How-
ever, a modification is necessary to fit fully this architec-
ture to the multiple projector system; in the image cal-
culation module, when the image calculation of the next
frame of the projector begins at tNow, the corresponding
image parameters should not be those at tNow but those at
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tDisp = tNow + ∆tCalc, as shown in Figure 11. ∆tCalc is
determined by the previous frame, and the image parame-
ters at tDisp can be obtained by the read operation of the
dynamic memory.

4.4. Consideration about Synchronization

4.4.1 Two Definitions of Synchronization

The word “synchronization” for cameras and projectors has
the following two meanings:

• Synchronization of frames:
This means making multiple cameras capture images
at the same moment. In most camera systems, this
definition is used. In the case of projectors, however,
it means making multiple projectors project images at
the same time.

• Virtual synchronization of continuous sequences:
This does not consider timing of capturing or project-
ing, but means making sequences of variables for them
run in unison.

Keeping the above in mind, this section discusses the im-
portance of the synchronization of frames in multi-camera
and multi-projector systems.

4.4.2 Synchronization of the Multi-camera System

Multiple cameras are often used to obtain 3D shapes in the
real world using the stereo vision or the volume intersection
method. In these situations, it is very important that images
of the multiple cameras at every capture have to be captured
at the same time. If this is not achieved, moving objects
cannot be measured precisely.

The capture rate of every camera should be increased to
record more detailed changes of the scene, but a higher pri-
ority should be put on realizing the frame synchronization,
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as mentioned above; even if the rate gets a little lower be-
cause of waiting times for capture by the cameras, frame
synchronization should be maintained.

This argument can be supported by the explanation be-
low from another viewpoint. The images captured by the
camera are discrete, as shown in Figure 12; the scene is
divided into multiple still images. The camera is, there-
fore, regarded as a device that samples discrete values (cor-
responding to still images) from a continuous sequence
(corresponding to the scene). To record the continuous
sequence more precisely, the rate of sampling should be
higher. However, according to the Nyquist-Shannon sam-
pling theorem, twice the maximum frequency in the se-
quence is enough as the capture rate to recover the sequence
perfectly; the rate does not need to be higher than that.

4.4.3 Synchronization of the Multi-projector System

In contrast with cameras, projectors can be regarded as de-
vices that transform discrete images to a continuous scene
in the real world. However, this transformation cannot be
fulfilled perfectly because the projector projects a still im-
age discretely and keeps it in its frame interval as shown in

Figure 15. Moving image projection using two FC-PT projectors.

Figure 13. Although the sequence of the discrete images
looks similar to the desired continuous sequence as shown
in Figure 14 when the rate gets higher, it can never coin-
cide perfectly with the continuous one. This means that in
the case of the projector there is no sufficient rate; the rate
should be increased as much as possible.

Considering above, increasing frame rate of a projector
is more important than for a camera, and when integrating
multiple projectors a higher priority should be put on ac-
complishing the as high frame rate as possible; the frame
synchronization, which is more important in the case of
cameras, is less important. This paper, therefore, does not
consider frame synchronization of multiple projectors but
implements asynchronous projection, where every projec-
tor projects at its maximum frame rate.

4.5. Experiments

Projection experiments were executed using two FC-PT
projectors. The experimental environment is the same as in
Section 3.4. The alignment method was applied the pro-
jected plane, and the sampling interval d of the misalign-
ment map was 200 mm.

Note that in the implementation the projector’s orienta-
tion is controlled by the stop-and-go method because of the
limitation of the rotation stage, whereas in [3] orientation
was smoothly and precisely controlled by the PID method.

Figure 15 shows the results, where an image of a car
is displayed by overlaying two projections at the same po-
sition. Two quadrangles around the car indicate the pro-
jectable area of the projectors. It was observed that the
two projections remained well-aligned while the car image
moved on the wall in a circle. Sometimes the misalign-
ment was observed and it only occurred when each projec-
tor began or stopped its rotation. The cause of the misalign-
ment is failure of the stage orientation estimation; when be-
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ginning or stopping the rotation, the variables change sud-
denly. If the PID method is adopted so that the stage moves
smoothly, misalignment can be much reduced.

Experiments for quantitative evaluation were also exe-
cuted. Chessboard patterns were projected instead of the car
image at the same position from the two FC-PT projectors
and were tracked by a zoom camera to measure their mis-
alignments. Figure 16 show the result in the case of circular
paths on the wall. In the graph, the horizontal axis is time
and the vertical axis is the misalignment. Although sev-
eral peaks caused by the stage orientation estimation failure
are observed in these graphs, it is confirmed that the system
worked well; the misalignments stayed around one millime-
ters except these peaks.

It was also confirmed that the frame rate of each projec-
tor is adequately high: 60 fps, which is the maximum rate of
the device. Such a high rate was achievable because the sys-
tem was implemented so as to put a higher priority not on
fulfilling frame synchronization but on increasing the high
frame rate. It was observed that the movement of the image
looked very smooth due to this high rate.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper proposed a method that cancels misalign-
ments between multiple projections for precisely tiling and
overlaying them. The method measures misalignment of
projected images through a plane in the environment and
hence displays images without misalignment. This paper
also describes a virtual synchronization method based on
the dynamic memory architecture. It was confirmed that,
using the method, the projection of well-aligned moving
multiple images could be achieved. It was also confirmed
that, because each projector can run at its maximum frame
rate, the movement of the image looks very smooth.

Future work includes projection onto moving objects.
Projection from multiple projectors is thought to be more
effective when projecting onto moving 3D objects; by pro-

jecting from different positions, the surfaces of the 3D ob-
ject can be kept fully covered without any occluded regions.
However, in fact, all existing studies such as [7, 8] for 3D
object projection have been applied only to fixed objects.
By extending the proposed integration method of multiple
steerable projectors, a novel method for moving 3D objects
will be studied. In addition, photometric calibration for
multiple projections and 3D shape measurement system by
the FC-PT projectors are also important topics.
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